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WHY GO PRIVATE.

Years ago, public cloud was regarded as the 
intelligent, cost-effective solution for data 
storage and management. The alternative 
had been owning and managing your own 
hardware. Public offered attractive turnkey 
software solutions as well, and it made the 
prospect of moving all company data into a 
public hosting service a no-brainer.

When Public Cloud 
Cramps Productivity

But time changes all things. That inexpen-
sive public hosting got more expensive. 
The company’s data footprint continued to 
grow. The company realized that it would 
be important to find an alternative service, 
then discovered that the exfiltration costs 
involved in removing the data from one 
service into another service would be 
expensive. Public cloud charges for the 

removal of data, and those charges can be 
steep. Furthermore, the amount of time 
it takes to exfiltrate the data (download it) 
while at the same time still operating the 
business can also prove nearly impossible.

This leaves a business stuck in what is  
essentially a hostage situation. Although 
there is access to the data, there are also 
barriers that prevent a company from 
actually having autonomous control over 
their data. Just like owning land in a state 
with a property tax, there are limits on land 
ownership: you may have paid off your 
mortgage, but that doesn’t mean the land is 
yours. If you don’t believe it, try not paying 
your property tax and see what happens. 
The same is true for a company with data in 
the public cloud: does a company really own 
its data if it can be shut off from it?

Today’s Private Cloud

Meanwhile, private cloud service has also 
evolved. It is more customizable, and there-
fore performance is more optimizable. Un-
like public, it allows for routing options. One 
option is point-to-point connectivity that 
can keep you and your data off the internet 
altogether for maximum security. These 
days, from an expense standpoint, private 
cloud is in some ways like public cloud.  
The private cloud model is essentially the 
same as public cloud, and private no longer 
carries the burden of buying and main-
taining hardware. As a result, the standard 
investment is about the same. So imagine 
enjoying a colocation experience without 
hardware as a factor.
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Lisandro comes to Secure Networkers from 
Chicago, IL. He brings Server Administrator 
experience, especially as a VMWare 
specialist. He has managed large networks 
and collaborated with engineering teams. 
But as you might expect from  someone 
that hails from a large midwestern city, he 
also brings  multicultural flair. We hear he 
plays the conga drums!
Welcome aboard! 

EDUCATION
University of Illinois at Chicago 
(2 Years) 
Cisco E-Learning Academy

CERTIFICATIONS
Cisco Certified Network 
Associate (CCNA)
CompTIA A+ 
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